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DESIGNED AND BUILT TO  OPERATE OUTSIDE, 
UNCOVERED, IN A TROPICAL ENVIRONMENT.



  Superior finish designed to operate uncovered in a tropical environment

  Freestanding fiberglass self-contained freezer/refrigerator body that will not rust

  Porcelain smooth interior walls and drain for easy cleaning

  2” insulation on unit body and lid

  Power and defrost warning indicator lights

  Heavy duty stainless steel hinges, hardware, and lid support

  Heated gasket seal to prevent freezing shut

  Heavy duty compressor for cooling performance and longevity

  High efficiency copper/aluminum heat exchanger coils

  115V/60Hz (plug in or hard-wire)

  Warranty  

Product Features

  Dual temperature control (freezer or refrigerator)

  Digital indicating temperature display

  “Sonalert” audible defrost warning alarm

  Cushion

  Installation fasteners deck mounting system

  Custom gel coat color matching

  Alternative voltages 

  Matching deck/dock boxes

oPtional enhancements



luxury, motor yachts and trawlers

Navigating with frosty drinks
or frozen items handy,

will help you to have a great 
journey on the water!

On the water freezer space is a 

limited luxury. With a Frigibar 

on-board you can travel for long 

periods of time and eliminate 

the concern of inadequate cold 

storage for food and beverages. 

With Frigibar, you will get a 

premium, hand-crafted product 

that adds functionality and 

beauty on-deck while providing 

a significant amount of freezer 

and/or refrigerator space. You can 

even add a cushion for additional 

seating.

These products are built to 

withstand the harsh conditions of 

the sea and salt air environment. 

Their all-fiberglass body 

construction is impervious to rust 

and yields clean and aesthetic 

lines. 



sPortFishing yachts and center consoles 
Keeping your catch fresh from
ship to shore is easy with a 
Frigibar freezer on-board!

Ice is a necessity when out for 

a day of fishing. With a Frigibar 

cockpit freezer/refrigerator at 

hand you can keep your ice frozen 

indefinitely or eliminate the need 

for it.  

These products provide a simple 

and rugged solution to keep 

your bait frozen all day so you 

can focus on catching fish. The 

all-fiberglass construction is 

impervious to rust and provides 

versatility while complimenting 

the style of your vessel. 

On your return from a successful 

outing, keep your catch at 

optimum freshness in the 

convenience of a 0º Fahrenheit 

freezer. If you choose to use 

ice, the unit can also double as 

a cooler for those celebratory 

beverages. 



www.frigibar.com
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Frigibar, LLC
1632 NE 12th Terrace
Fort Lauderdale, FL  33305

+1 305-757-7697
info@frigibar.com


